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Abstract
Ad-hoc networks are becoming an effective tool for many mission critical applications such as troop coordination in a
combat field, situational awareness, etc. These applications are characterized by the hostile environment that they serve
in and by the multicast-style of communication traffic. Therefore, authenticating the source and ensuring the integrity of
the message traffic become a fundamental requirement for the operation and management of the network. However, the
limited computation and communication resources, the large scale deployment and the unguaranteed connectivity to
trusted authorities make known solutions for wired and single-hop wireless networks inappropriate. This paper presents
a new Tiered Authentication scheme for Multicast traffic (TAM) for large scale dense ad-hoc networks. TAM combines
the advantages of the time asymmetry and the secret information asymmetry paradigms and exploits network clustering
to reduce overhead and ensure scalability. Multicast traffic within a cluster employs a one-way hash function chain in
order to authenticate the message source. Cross-cluster multicast traffic includes message authentication codes (MACs)
that are based on a set of keys. Each cluster uses a unique subset of keys to look for its distinct combination of valid
MACs in the message in order to authenticate the source. The simulation and analytical results demonstrate the
performance advantage of TAM in terms of bandwidth overhead and delivery delay.
Keywords: Multicast communications, message authentication, ad-hoc networks.

1. Introduction
1

The continual advancement in wireless technologies has
enabled networked-solutions for many nonconventional
civil and military applications. In recent years ad-hoc
networks have been attracting increased attention from the
research and engineering community, motivated by
applications like digital battlefield, asset tracking, airborne safety, situational awareness, and border protection .
In these network applications, it is important to devise
efficient network management solutions suitable for nodes
that are constrained in onboard energy and in their
computation and communication capacities.
In addition, the solutions must be scalable to support
networks covering vast areas with a large set of nodes that
communicate over many hops. These characteristics make
the design and management of ad-hoc networks
significantly challenging in comparison to contemporary
networks. In addition, the great flexibility of ad-hoc
networking comes at the price of a increased vulnerability
to security attacks and trade-off would be unavoidable at
the level of network management and services .
Group communication is considered a critical service
in adhoc networks due to their inherently collaborative
operations where the nodes cooperate in network

management and strive to accomplish common missions
autonomously in highly unpredictable environment
without reliance on infrastructure equipment. In particular
the provided network services need to achieve the
following security goals: (1) Confidentiality, to prevent
adversaries from reading transmitted data, (2) Message
integrity, to prevent tampering with transmitted messages,
and (3) Source Authentication, to prevent man-in-themiddle attacks that may replay transmitted data for node
impersonation. Confidentiality is achieved by encrypting
the transmitted data. The work presented in this paper
aims at addressing the second and third goals. Providing
an efficient multicast message and source authentication
security service that can easily scale for large networks is
an important capability for the operation and management
of the underlying network. Source and message
authentication is the corroboration that a message has not
been changed and the sender of a message is as claimed to
be. This can be done by sending a (1) Cryptographic
digital signature, or (2) Message Authentication Code
(MAC) . The first involves asymmetric cryptography and
often needs heavy computation both at the sender and the
receiver.
2. Existing System
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In recent years ad-hoc networks have been attracting
increased attention from the research and engineering
community, motivated by applications like digital
battlefield, asset tracking, air-borne safety, situational
awareness, and border protection. In these network
applications, it is important to devise efficient network
management solutions suitable for nodes that are
constrained in onboard energy and in their computation
and communication capacities. In addition, the solutions
must be scalable to support networks covering vast areas
with a large set of nodes that communicate over many
hops. These characteristics make the design and
management of ad-hoc networks significantly challenging
in comparison to contemporary networks.
Group
communication is considered a critical service in adhoc
networks due to their inherently collaborative operations,
where the nodes cooperate in network management and
strive to accomplish common missions autonomously in
highly unpredictable environment without reliance on
infrastructure equipment. The limited computation and
communication resources, the large scale deployment and
the unguaranteed connectivity to trusted authorities make
known solutions for wired and single-hop wireless
networks inappropriate.



the receivers. A message can be authenticated only
when the used key in the chain is revealed. Fig
demonstrates the authentication process.
Inter-cluster authentication: Authentication based
on time asymmetry requires clock synchronization
and thus does not suit large networks. For intercluster multicast traffic, TAM applies a strategy based
on secret information asymmetry and engages the
clusterheads in the authentication process.

Fig.1 Architecture Diagram

3. Proposed system

As shown in the figure,

We are going to develop a new Tiered Authentication
scheme for Multicast traffic (TAM) for large scale dense
ad-hoc networks. TAM combines the advantages of the
time asymmetry and the secret information asymmetry
paradigms and exploits network clustering to reduce
overhead and ensure scalability. Multicast traffic within a
cluster employs a one-way hash function chain in order to
authenticate the message source. Cross-cluster multicast
traffic includes message authentication codes (MACs) that
are based on a set of keys. Each cluster uses a unique
subset of keys to look for its distinct combination of valid
MACs in the message in order to authenticate the
source.The asymmetry property denotes that a receiver can
verify the message origin using the MAC in a packet
without knowing how to generate the MAC. This property
is the key for preventing impersonation of data sources.



The cluster 1 contains sourrce node and cluster head
and,
 The cluster 2 contains cluster head and destinations.
Message sent from source to destinatons through cluster
heads is verified.

4. Design And Implementation
The system contains two modules:
 Intra-cluster source authentication
 Inter-cluster authentication
 Intra-cluster source authentication: Grouping
nodes into clusters enables having a reasonably tight
bound on the end-to-end delay of packet delivery and
will thus enable the use of a time asymmetry based
authentication scheme. Intra-cluster authentication in
TAM is based on TESLA . Inter-cluster multicast
traffic will be authenticating differently as explained
below. A source node generates chain of one-timeuse keys using the hash function, e.g., MD5 SHA-1,
etc., and shares only that last generated key, Kl, with

Fig.2 User Case Diagram
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5. Module Description
1.

Intra-cluster source authentication: In this Module,
To verify the authentication key, the receiver
recursively applies the cryptographic hash function
until reaching Kl. In reality, the receiver can stop
when reaching a key that has been used before. A key
cannot be used outside its designated time interval and
the message will be ignored if the MAC is based on
an expired key. Consequently, clock synchronization
is required to make sure that the source and
destination have the same time reference for key
expiration. Therefore, TAM favors small cluster
diameters as will be shown shortly. The approach has
two distinct advantages, namely:
• The MAC overhead is small; basically a single MAC is
used per every multicast packet for all receivers.
• A missed key in a lost packet would not obstruct the
authentication process since a receiver can refer back to
Kl.
2. Inter –cluster authentication: In this module, The
multicast group of a source node s includes nodes a1,
b1, . . . , z1. First, node s prepares a MAC
corresponding to every cluster targeted by the
multicast and appends these MACs to the data packet.
The source node then forwards the packet to CHa1,
CHb1, . . . , CHz1. Each of the receiving cluster-heads
will authenticate the packet using their key share that
they got from s at the time the multicast session was
established. After authenticating the source, each
cluster-head forwards the message to the members of
the multicast group within its cluster. TAM intracluster authentication procedure will be followed
inside each cluster, i.e., CHa1 will replace the intercluster MACs with an intra-cluster timeasymmetry
based MAC produced so that receivers like a1 can
authenticate CHa1, and similarly for CHb1, . . . ,
CHz1. Fig. 3 summarizes the inter-cluster procedure
and
implicitly
illustrates
the
intra-cluster
authentication process.

Fig.3 Snapshot of source

Fig.4 Snapshot of data transferred from source to
destination through cluster head

Fig. 3. Illlustrating the steps and packet contents when a
node s multicast a data packet to nodes a1, b1,· · · ,z1
according to TAM
6. Results

Fig 5. Snapshot of destination , packets received and MAC
is verified.
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Conclusion
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